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W

elcome to Libretto and an issue full of music!
With repertoire from our new Woodwind
syllabus now being played all over the
world, we asked our expert consultants to share their
thoughts on some of the pieces. If you’re planning for
a Flute, Clarinet or Saxophone exam and need some
inspiration, look no further!
Or course, making music is about much more than
exams. Through our partnership and sponsorship
activity we support a variety of organisations with
a focus on musical leadership, learning, access and
excellence. Turn to page 12 to find out more.
Making music is also much more than playing
or singing the notes. At ABRSM we believe that
developing musicians benefit from having a range of
skills and knowledge – tools they can use whatever
their musical interests or ambitions. Our graded
music exams, with their scales or unaccompanied
song, aural tests and sight-reading, alongside pieces
or songs, reflect this belief.
We now have a growing range of digital tools
to support teachers and learners with these exam
requirements, and on page 8 you can read about
Sight-Reading Trainer. This app for pianists is
designed to make sight-reading practice both
effective and fun.
Finally, on page 20 we turn to music making for
the many. Find out how choirs across the UK are
creating new audiences and boosting participation
through some specially-written choral works.
This is the final issue of Libretto. From now on, you
can find all the latest news, articles, films and support
for your music teaching and learning on our website.
Or you can sign up to our email list for regular
updates and reminders.
Wishing you all the best for your music teaching
and learning.
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Coming soon for
pianists and guitarists

T

here’s plenty to look forward to for pianists and guitarists this year. On 7 June
we published a new Piano syllabus for 2019 and 2020. The syllabus is available
slightly earlier than previously – June rather than July – and includes new repertoire
lists for all grades. (There are no changes to scales, sight-reading or aural tests.)
We’ve also released a range of supporting resources, including books and recordings,
to help teachers and candidates prepare for exams – all available now.
For guitarists, we have a new syllabus coming out in September. Valid from 1
January 2019, it will feature refreshed repertoire at all grades. Also in September, we’ll
be publishing books of Guitar Exam Pieces for Grades 1 to 5 for the first time, along with
downloadable recordings for all grades and an updated Guitar Prep Test book.
All syllabus update information is available at abrsm.org/syllabusupdates.

New books for
beginner pianists

W

e’ve recently extended our Piano Star
collection for early learners with the addition
of two new books: Piano Star: Five-Finger Tunes and
Piano Star: Grade 1. Both are packed with a wealth
of teaching repertoire which children will love
to play.
Our Piano Star series is designed to inspire
young pianists as they develop their musical skills.
The five books take you from the end of a first
tutor book up to Grade 1 standard. In total, they
offer 120 new compositions and arrangements
from leading educational composers, all brought
to life with musical activities and beautiful colour
illustrations.
The new Piano Star: Five-Finger Tunes is a
collection of fun, creative pieces that introduce
different hand positions, help pianists move
towards playing any note with any finger, and
develop confidence in hands-together playing.
For pianists with a little more experience,
Piano Star: Grade 1 provides a natural follow-up
to Piano Star 3. It contains 25 pieces at Grade 1
level in a range of styles, from folk to classical
and contemporary to jazzy – all tried, tested and
approved by children!
All five Piano Star books are available now. Find out
more at abrsm.org/pianostar.
Piano Star: Five-Finger Tunes

Piano
Star
Five-Finger Tunes
Piano Star:
Grade 1
25 pieces for young
pianists

Win a digital piano for your UK school

Piano
Star

D

o you teach in a UK primary school? Could you help spark enthusiasm for music in
classrooms? We’re looking for a simple, original idea for a challenge to complete
our online Classical 100 resource.
Classical 100 is free for all UK primary schools. It gives access to 100 inspiring
pieces of music, each with its own challenge. We have 99 challenges so far. Could
you come up with number 100? We’re looking for a musical challenge to support
Carl Orff’s O Fortuna from Carmina Burana. If your idea is chosen you’ll win a Yamaha
Clavinova for the UK primary school where you teach – a big thank you to Yamaha
who are sponsoring this competition. The closing date is 6 July 2018 and you can find
out more at abrsm.org/100competition.
Classical 100 is a collaboration between ABRSM, Classic FM and Decca,
supported by the Department for Education. UK primary schools can sign up to
Classical 100 for free at classical100.org.

Grade 1

25 pieces for young pianists

David Blackwell

Compiled and edited
by David Blackwell
and Karen Marshall
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More Practice Partners
join the family
W

e now offer Practice Partner apps for Clarinet, Flute, Saxophone
and Singing, in addition to versions for Piano and Violin. They’re all
designed to make practising your ABRSM pieces or songs more musical,
fun and effective. For pianists, Practice Partner helps with handsseparate practice, while other instrumentalists and singers can play or
sing along with the accompaniment. With all the apps you can change
the speed of the music without altering the pitch and the Singing
Practice Partner allows use to choose the key as well.
All our Practice Partners are available for iOS and Android™ devices.
The apps themselves are free, with in-app purchases available for
individual pieces or songs, or selections.
Find out more at abrsm.org/apps.
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O

ur new Woodwind syllabus from 2018 is now being used
in exams worldwide with refreshed repertoire for Flute,
Clarinet, Saxophones, Recorders, Oboe and Bassoon. The
syllabus also features revised sight-reading tests and new
scale and arpeggio requirements.
We have plenty of resources on offer to support you as
you prepare for exams. Books of Exam Pieces are available
for Clarinet, Flute and Saxophone (with access to audio
download recordings), as well as new scale and sightreading books for all instruments and Practice Partner apps
for Flute, Clarinet and Saxophone. You can also find free
sample sight-reading tests on our website.

ABRSM Grades 6–8

ABRSM Grade 3
s
Selected exam piece
Scales & arpeggios
Sight-reading
Audio downloads

For more information about syllabuses, overlap arrangements
and supporting resources go to abrsm.org/woodwind.

Joining up with Southbank Sinfonia
T

his year we’re delighted to be supporting the London-based Southbank Sinfonia’s
Artist Development Programme. Each year Southbank Sinfonia welcomes 33 of the
world’s most promising graduate musicians to embark on its fellowship and form a
new orchestra. The Artist Development Programme provides members with the skills
to communicate the unique enjoyment that musical engagement brings. And these are
skills that the orchestra puts to good use in its family concerts, which offer an enriching
and inspiring experience for all ages. We’re really excited to be working with this
ground-breaking orchestra!
Find out more at southbanksinfonia.co.uk.

The ABRSM
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More classic and contemporary songs from the ABRSM syllabus

New for
singers

S

ingers have a wealth of new songs to choose from
in our new syllabus, which has been in use in exams
since January this year. We’ve updated the repertoire
lists for all grades and made some changes at Grades
6 to 8. At these grades, singers now perform three
songs, rather than four, but can choose from five
lists. They no longer have to sing in two languages –
although the option is still there, of course – and any
song can be performed by any voice type and in any
key. The aim is to provide more choice and flexibility
for more advanced singers.
We’ve also extended our Songbook series with
five exciting new books – Songbooks Plus. Each
book contains a wide variety of songs, with many
appearing on the refreshed repertoire lists at
Grades 1 to 5.
Finally, don’t forget our new Singing Practice
Partner app. Featuring 66 piano accompaniments
from the Songbook Plus books, you can download the
tracks you need then play them in your chosen key at
your chosen speed.
Find out more about the Singing syllabus and supporting
resources at abrsm.org/singing2018.

Theory from 2018
A

re your students
taking Music
Theory exams in 2018?
If the answer’s yes,
then don’t forget that
we’ve made some
small changes to
exams at Grades 1 to
5. These will appear
in all papers at these
grades from now on.
You can find
full details on our
website along with
some useful free
resources: sample practice papers and model
answers for Grades 1 to 5, and a terms and signs quiz in
the new multiple choice format.
Printed Practice Papers and Model Answers for Grades 1
to 8 are also available to buy, with the Grade 1 to 5 papers
providing practice for the revised questions.
Although we’ve changed some of the questions
at Grades 1 to 5, the underlying knowledge and
understanding you need stays the same. As a result,
our existing music theory books still provide plenty of
valuable teaching and learning material for candidates at
this level.

Teacher events taking shape
P

lans are taking shape for this year’s teacher events. From August onwards
we’re holding Piano Conferences in Indonesia, Malaysia, Dubai, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Vietnam and Thailand, as well as selected UK locations. We’re also
looking forward to our annual Teacher Conference in London, on 3 November.

Find out more about all our events at abrsm.org/events.
Find out more at abrsm.org/theory2018.
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Supporting choral singing
S

inging in a choir is such a valuable and rewarding musical activity and this year we’re supporting two very different projects which promote
choral singing. At the end of March, we joined up with Judith Hawthorn, Choir Director at Drakondale Girls Choir School in KwaZulu-Natal,
South Africa, to run a Kick Start Your Choir workshop. Meanwhile, in New Zealand we’re supporting the Big Sing, a competitive choral festival
run by the New Zealand Choral Federation. This Big Sing takes place during May and June and features choirs from over 250 secondary schools.
We’re delighted to be working with them this year! Find out about New Zealand’s Big Sing at nzcf.org.nz.

Nurturing
conductors
and composers

W

Spotlight on music
O

ur #BECAUSEOFMUSIC campaign, launched last year, has been going from strength to
strength. Here at ABRSM, we believe there is so much to celebrate about music. No matter
what your age, experience, background or ability, music brings immense benefits – to individuals
and to society as a whole. The #BECAUSEOFMUSIC campaign shines a spotlight on the power of
music, through real stories from real people all over the world.

e’re really excited about our
new partnership with the
Royal Philharmonic Society, an
organisation working to ensure a
vibrant future for classical music.
In particular we’re supporting
the RPS’s work with Women
Conductors, which provides
conducting workshops across
the UK for women from age 16
upwards. We’re also backing
the RPS’s initiatives for young
composers, including a workshop
on composing to a brief.
For more information visit
royalphilharmonicsociety.org.uk.

Discover more at becauseofmusic.net or join in by sharing your #BECAUSEOFMUSIC story on Facebook,
Twitter or Instagram.
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Our Sight-Reading Trainer app is a
great addition to the piano teacher’s
tool kit. Sally Cathcart, a consultant for
the app, explains the thinking behind
it and the benefits for piano teachers
and their pupils.

Using

Sight-Reading Trainer
in your piano teaching

P

laying a piece at sight, after just a few seconds to look at it, is a
complex and multi-layered skill. Make no mistake, to sight-read
even at the simplest Grade 1 level requires a high degree of prior
understanding and practice.
Good sight-readers have learnt to automate many of the basic
responses necessary, so that any cognitive effort can be directed
towards the less familiar elements of the score.
When they sight-read, pianists need to be working independently
as musicians. Do they know how basic rhythm patterns sound? Is pitch
recognition automatic? Are they able to grasp the meaning behind the
notes and find the mood and character? The ability to do all these tasks
indicates pianists whose musicianship skills are developing in parallel
with their performance abilities.

Rapid-fire response to familiar patterns
As I argued in a previous ABRSM blog post, we know that good
readers of unknown music have thousands of patterns – rhythm,
pitch, tonality, metre – stored deep in the brain. These have developed
over time through repeated and frequent exposure and use. The brain
has literally wired up to recognise patterns and is able to retrieve
them instantly.
So, efficient sight-reading skills are connected to rapid-fire
responses to familiar patterns. If your students are reluctant to
work at sight-reading between lessons it might be that they don’t
have enough of these rapid-fire responses embedded. They will be
overwhelmed by what they don’t know or understand. The whole

process will feel rather serious and, when that happens, avoidance is
often the most comfortable route.

How Sight-Reading Trainer can help
ABRSM’s Sight-Reading Trainer app is designed to help break down
these perceived barriers. Through using it pianists can develop their
reading skills in a systematic and sequential way. What’s more, it’s all
done playfully so the learning is both light and engaging.
Guiding the player through all the activities is ‘Pam’. She celebrates
your achievements with you, encourages you to go back and have
another go at a game, and gives helpful advice when it’s time to
attempt the full piece of sight-reading.
Each sight-reading piece in the app – 31 per grade, composed by
Alan Bullard – can be unlocked through playing three games:
 Rhythm Match
 Pitch Patterns
 Quick Fire Five/What’s the Difference?
Let’s look at each one in turn to see how they can help your pupils
develop those rapid-fire responses.

Rhythm Match
Have a look at the rhythm that follows. On a scale of 1 to 5 (with 1 being
easy), how easy was this to read? If you’re a teacher it was probably 1 –
you were able to take in all the information in one glance and hear
it instantly.
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Now what about this rhythm?

This probably proved harder and you might have needed to work out
where the beats were and the subdivisions.
The Rhythm Match game is designed to get pupils instantly
recognising and matching pattern with sound, just like you were able to
with the first rhythm. In the game, four rhythms from the related piece
of sight-reading are shown and three are played, one by one. As you
hear a rhythm you match it to the notated version on the app.
The results can give us useful feedback about what our pupils
have or haven’t absorbed from our teaching. If they struggle with
elements of the game, then that’s a useful indicator that it’s time to
go back to some basic work. Rhythm flashcards might be one way of
encouraging pupils to use rhythm language (ta and ti-ti) or metrical
counting. Building on this, some improvisation and composition
work might help to consolidate learning.
A firm sense of rhythm is fundamental to all our music-making
and the Rhythm Match game can be a valuable tool in helping this
to develop.

What’s the Difference?

Pitch Patterns

Giving further support

The Pitch Patterns game focuses on a second important element in
sight-reading: pitch recognition. There is a lot to be said for separating
the two elements of rhythm and pitch, as it helps us distinguish
whether there is a weakness in both or just one.
Pitch Patterns focuses on the quick recognition of the pitch
elements of written notation. The game quickly shows up any
weaknesses pupils have in this area. The sight-reading piece is seen
complete for the first time, but with a highlighted section. This section
is the focus of the Pitch Pattern activity, during which pupils have to
absorb all the different elements, including pitch names and fingering,
before answering some questions.
Again, this has the potential to provide us with useful teaching
feedback. Do they know the starting notes or have an efficient
strategy for doing so? Can they transfer the shapes and patterns of
the notation onto the piano? Have they noticed the key signature? Can
they look at the broader picture and feel what fingering will work? It’s
likely that initially some pupils will find this quite challenging but things
should improve as they develop a better understanding of the
strategies needed.

So, Sight-Reading Trainer helps pianists to improve their sight-reading
by focusing on core skills. Used systematically, it has the potential to
be very beneficial. It will also provide teachers with insights into what
pupils do and don’t understand. It isn’t the complete solution though,
and there are lots more things that you can do to support this sightreading activity. Here are just a few ideas to get you started.
n Ask pupils to write down from memory one or two rhythms from 		
a piece.
n Can they improvise a two-bar rhythm as a response?
n Can they play a scale in the key of a piece using the same rhythm?
n Can Grade 5 pupils play a perfect/imperfect cadence in the key
of a piece?
n Ask them to write down all the dynamics, in the order they appear.
n Can they improvise a melody using some of the key ingredients
of a piece?

The final game to play, before the sight-reading is unlocked, might be
Quick Fire Five or What’s the Difference? – either one might pop up.
Both are designed to get pupils looking at the piece holistically within a
limited time.
PHOTO: © PAUL COCHRANE

With only a few seconds to answer each question it is inevitable that a
certain amount of guessing might take place. This is to be encouraged
as good sight-readers often guess or simplify what they can’t read
in time.
Once again, this game gives us very useful teaching information. It
might show up a weakness in recognising key signatures, or a lack of
awareness of musical details including phrases, dynamics and mood.

Quick Fire Five
In this game, the complete piece of sight-reading appears for pupils to
look through. When the music disappears, some statements appear
and pupils have to use their short-term memory to correctly identify
whether they are true or false. For example, ‘the key signature had
two sharps’ or ‘there was a perfect cadence at the end’. It can take a
few goes for pupils to realise the sort of things they need to scan for.

What’s the Difference? is a variation on Quick Fire Five and appears
several times at each grade. This time, two versions of the sightreading piece appear on one page. However, the lower one has
elements that have changed or are missing. So a clef might have been
altered, dynamics changed around or notes moved.
Again, this is designed to encourage quick and efficient scanning
of the piece, as the two versions of the music are shown for a limited
amount of time. When they disappear, players are given four possible
changes, from which they choose two.

The value of instant feedback
An important feature of every game is the instant feedback. Players
know straight away if they have made the right or wrong response.
What’s more, they can have another go at getting the correct answer.
This is a really powerful tool and you will notice just how quickly pupils
improve their responses.

Finally, it’s important to remember that a pupil’s sight-reading is only as
good or as bad as their reading skills. If your pupils continue to
struggle with their reading skills then maybe it’s time for you to
re-assess how you teach this crucial skill. n
Sally Cathcart is co-founder and director of The Curious Piano Teachers. She
has many years of experience both as a piano teacher and as a classroom
music teacher.
ABRSM Sight-Reading Trainer covers the sight-reading element of Piano
exams at Grades 1 to 5 and is available on the App Store and Google Play.
It helps pupils develop the skills to quickly spot the features, patterns and
characteristics in music before they play it, and contains 155 brand new piano
sight-reading pieces.
Find out more at abrsm.org/sight-reading-trainer.
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Choices
for clarinet
Chris Swann, one of our Clarinet syllabus
consultants, takes you on a personal journey
through the 2018-2021 repertoire lists.

T

he newly refreshed Clarinet syllabus contains a hugely varied
mix of brand new, stylishly differentiated and absorbing music,
alongside old favourites which provide continuity and familiarity.
The pieces discussed here are my personal selection from the 240
choices which are available for you to explore and enjoy.

GRADE 1
A1: Dacre, Daisy Bell
ABRSM Clarinet Exam Pieces, Grade 1
The graded adventure could well begin with this catchy melody, with its
straightforward three beats to a bar and opportunities to demonstrate a
well-supported legato tone and confident finger work.

B6: Kosma & Prévert, Autumn Leaves
All Jazzed up for Clarinet (Brass Wind)
An easily flowing melody which exploits the chalumeau register and has
potential to project mood and expression, given an evenly sustained
tone and careful dynamic nuance. The right-hand fingers need placing
firmly and squarely over the tone holes to avoid unplanned excursions
into the ‘clarinet’ or altissimo register. Rhythms are fairly straightforward,
but because of the possibility of an early or late departure from the
tied semibreves or minims, a little extra concentration is needed. Many
people know this tune and this is a very rewarding piece to seek out.

GRADE 2
A8: Saint-Saëns, The Elephant (from The Carnival of
the Animals)
Winners Galore for Clarinet (Brass Wind)
The humorous mood of this clever aural sketch of one of the largest
of land mammals benefits greatly from some really good rhythmic
emphasis and deliberate placing of the quavers. The style of the piano
accompaniment assists here. The key of F major helps to eliminate
middle-line B naturals (there is only one in the whole piece) and so
facilitates crossing between registers, which is a new challenge for this
grade. The scale of B flat major also appears towards the end which ties
in nicely with the new requirements too. Quirky and with lots of scope
for the imagination, this would be a great choice.

B5: Hanna, Barbera & Curtin, Flintstones Theme
Winners Galore for Clarinet (Brass Wind)
A buoyant tune which projects the stone-age mayhem depicted in the

cartoons. Syncopated rhythms and a brisk tempo add liveliness and
the repetitive melodic lines ease the process of learning the notes. This
would definitely suit a more extrovert musical personality.

GRADE 3
A3: Rimsky-Korsakov, Theme from ‘The Young Prince and
The Young Princess’ (from Sheherazade)
ABRSM Clarinet Exam Pieces, Grade 3
This is a lovely melody which is a joy to play on the clarinet. It’s a nice
way to introduce 6/8 and even at this grade, opportunities for touches
of rubato could be explored. Plenty of expressive rise and fall in the
sound is needed to find the character and style. Breaths will have to be
worked out – after the fourth quaver works for almost the whole piece.

C2: Richard Michael, Smarty Artie
ABRSM Clarinet Exam Pieces, Grade 3
A tribute to the American bandleader Artie Shaw, this music swings
in both rhythms and moods. Contrasts of dynamic are frequent and
the articulation is varied, contributing greatly to the musical style. The
temptation to play the staccato dots ultra short should be resisted here
as the melody needs to have a sense of direction in spite of the rests.

GRADE 4
A3: Trad. Klezmer, Choson Kale Mazel Tov
ABRSM Clarinet Exam Pieces, Grade 4
It can be good to open a programme with some energy and impact and
this music gives exactly those qualities. Emphasising the before-thebeat grace notes and contrasting dynamic levels to vary the repeated
melodic lines will make the most of this piece.
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B2: J. Collis, School’s Out! (from Tom Sawyer Suite)
ABRSM Clarinet Exam Pieces, Grade 4
Relating to Mark Twain’s character Tom Sawyer, this allows for some
spirited playing – and since most school-age children look forward to
the end of term and the beginning of the summer holidays, personal
experience might help in projecting the musical character. The music
is harmonically interesting, contrasting articulation is evident and the
melody is suitably jaunty and carefree.

GRADE 5
B8: Nigel Hess, Theme from Ladies in Lavender (Faber)
A really lovely piece. Each time you play it you want to go straight
back to the beginning and start all over again. The harmonic changes
are really telling, and subtle differences in the layout of chords when
the melody is repeated add further interest. The melody lies in the
traditionally romantic ‘clarinet’ register for much of the time and
technical hurdles are few. This is beautifully crafted with a nicely
integrated piano part allowing real duo skills to emerge.

C5: Chris Gumbley, Just Browsing
Double Click!! for Solo Clarinet (Gumbles Publications)
Whilst this has a chromatic purpose as a study, it is also musically
convincing, rhythmically alert, contrasted and stylish. The staccato has to
be crisp and this means the breath has to keep coming while the tongue
trims notes to the required length. The thinking has to be legato, so the
musical line is maintained in spite of the gaps. This is a really worthwhile
technique to master and will add hugely to the character of this piece.

GRADE 6
A8: L. Kozeluch, Poco adagio from
Concerto in E flat (Kunzelmann)
This is a lovely melody from the era when
the clarinet had found its feet as a serious
instrument and was making progress
towards being accepted on the same level
as its older relatives in the woodwind family.
In B flat major (C major for the clarinettist),
technical demands are light and the music
unfolds with ease and spaciousness, hardly
ever dipping below third space C natural.
The challenge is to play with musical
awareness and a beautifully expressive and
relaxed sound. As is normal for music of
this period, dynamic markings are sparse
so there is room for personal shaping
of phrases and time to simply listen to
what you are doing with the notes. This is
compelling clarinet music.

should be worked out carefully and there are two kinds of accents to
consider. Nimble tongue and finger coordination coupled with crisp
staccato will add much to the performance but projecting the carnival
atmosphere is what makes the music really work.

GRADE 7
B1: John Blood, The Dreamer (from City People)
ABRSM Clarinet Exam Pieces, Grade 7
Most of this piece is technically straightforward with the quicker
flourishes following known scale patterns. The music has a lot to say
and the performer can devise a suitable story to help project mood and
character. The piece needs accurate pitching, some rubato, supported
tone and purposeful phrase shaping to create a successful performance.

C9: Uhl, Study No. 6 or No. 20 from 48 Studies for
Clarinet, Book 1 (Schott)
Alfred Uhl was a gifted composer and leading Viennese clarinettist. His
studies, while achieving the objectives of improving finger technique,
articulation, tonal evenness and stamina, also involve musical
interpretation, since they are all well-crafted pieces of music. Each has a
few areas which need focused attention but both work at a more relaxed
tempo than the printed metronome mark – this is a case of fluency and
convincing shaping trumping virtuosity.

GRADE 8
A5: della Giacoma, Tosca Fantasia (Musica Rara)
There are lots of notes here, but on closer inspection scale and arpeggio
patterns form the foundation of the bravura passagework and the musical
rewards are many. For example, as early as
bar 17, one of the most famous operatic solos
in the repertoire, E lucevan le stelle, makes an
appearance with its intense emotion, flexibility of
pulse and perfectly judged tessitura. Definitely a
choice for the clarinettist who wants it all!

The syllabus
contains a hugely
varied mix of brand
new, stylishly
differentiated and
absorbing music,
alongside old
favourites which
provide continutity
and familiatrity.

C10: Nigel Wood, Jab Jab from Six
Exotic Studies (Saxtet Publications)
This is a lively piece full of syncopated rhythmic character and
exuding sheer joy in its extrovert mood. It is ideally suited to the
developing clarinettist, who should be at a point where technical
demands can be overcome with focused practice, allowing for a
more individual realisation of the musical elements. The piece is
very tonal and based on straightforward arpeggios – all takes place
within a range of less than three octaves from bottom E. Dynamics

B4: Grovlez, Sarabande et Allegro
(Leduc)
A tuneful opening movement in a ‘mock
Baroque’ style allows for flexible tone and lots
of expression – drama is inherent here and
most lies nicely under the fingers. Clarity in
the quicker flourishes is essential and a second
look at some of the rhythmic patterns is
advisable just to be sure of genuine accuracy.
The Allegro features some continuous
semiquavers. This makes demands on tongue
and finger coordination, but phrases have
logical harmonic shapes and the music is full
of purpose and energy which make it exciting
and rewarding to play. n

Chris Swann is a clarinettist who combines solo performing, directing,
conducting and coaching. He also has a background in orchestral and
chamber music. Chris teaches at the Royal Northern College of Music and
is an ABRSM examiner.
You can find the 2018-2021 Clarinet syllabus and information about
supporting books, recordings and apps at abrsm.org/woodwind.
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Music learning
through partnership
ABRSM’s Partnership Manager, Olivia Funnell, takes a look at our flourishing collaborations
with a wide range of organisations that all share our passion for music.

F

rom its very inception, ABRSM’s
commitment to providing the best
resources and assessments for inspiring
musical achievement was founded on
collaboration, with our Royal Schools
partners. At the same time, the expertise
contributed by composers, examiners and
teachers has always been fundamental to
everything we do. Our vision now reaches
beyond music exams as we aim to enhance
musical opportunity for a wider range of
learners and all those supporting them.
Collaboration and partnership with other
organisations is essential to achieving this.

Practical initiatives, no fees attached
As Classic FM’s Music Education Partner,
we jointly aim to raise the profile of music
teaching and support teachers. Initiatives
have included Shine (our 2017 event
celebrating music teaching and learning)
and Classical 100 (a free online resource for
UK primary schools). We have also worked
with Music Mark and the GLA (Greater
London Authority) to develop Learn Music
London, an online guide to help parents
find music-learning opportunities for their
children. These practical and tangible
initiatives are free for users.

Adaptability is key

Working with youth ensembles

Our investment in partnership programmes
is increasing year on year. This takes the
form of financial support and collaboration,
where the value for teacher and learner is
always the focus. We maintain an openminded approach to working with partners
that enables us to remain alive to the
current challenges and needs of music
education and adapt accordingly. This also
leads to more ambitious projects!

We are proud of our close relationship
with, and sponsorship of, the National
Youth Jazz Orchestra, the National Youth
Orchestra and the National Youth Choirs
of Great Britain. Alongside their primary
activity of providing ensemble experiences
for highly gifted young musicians, these
organisations deliver carefully designed
education programmes that bring excellent
musical opportunities to a much wider

range of young people. They engage with
music services and hubs to provide projects
to suit local and regional needs, and I
would encourage teachers, schools and
parents to find out what’s on offer in their
area and get involved.

A sustainable future for music
When developing partnerships we look for
activities which focus on one or more of the
following: leadership, access, progression
and excellence.
n

Leadership

The leadership strand is about ensuring
that musicians are equipped with the
confidence and skills to convey their
artistic ideas and direct ensembles, and
are ready to inspire and nurture the next
generation of musicians. In 2018 we are
working with Southbank Sinfonia as they
embark on an audience engagement
programme, and with the Royal
Philharmonic Society’s Women Conductors
programme – both are exciting new
partnerships with a fresh focus for us.
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This page: London Music
Fund workshop
Left: Luminate Scotland at
the RCS

n

Access

We also support programmes that provide
access to quality musical experiences for
state schools, community centres and
music services and hubs around the UK.
We believe that as many young people as
possible should have the opportunity to
be involved in music and continue their
musical development. Our International
Sponsorship Fund supports similar
initiatives globally.

PHOTOS: LONDON MUSIC FUND © PAUL COCHRANE

n

Progression

Being able to progress and see
improvement has a big part to play in
providing motivation and creating a sense
of personal satisfaction. Whatever the type
of music, it is easier to reach your goal
if there are clear pathways to guide your
development. The National Youth ensembles
have developed wider regional programmes
to provide training for more musicians,
help them measure their progress and
understand what it takes to play in the
national level ensembles.
n

Excellence

And so to excellence. ‘Never give less than
your best’ is an adage used by many a

We look for activities
which focus on one or
more of the following:
leadership, access,
progression and
excellence ... we only
work with organisations
that provide the highest
quality training ...
teacher! We only work with organisations
that provide the highest quality training to
ensure learners achieve their potential –
from grassroots to pre-professional.

No limits to what, when or how
Music provides opportunities to collaborate
and communicate, experiment and enjoy, at
all stages and in all styles. To highlight this,
we seek to work more with organisations
that reach beyond classical repertoire
and encourage learners of all ages. Our

involvement in the London Music Fund’s
Playing Days, sponsorship of NYJO and
collaboration with the Royal Conservatoire
of Scotland and Luminate Scotland to
explore ways to support later learners, are a
few examples. All our partnerships are
intended to expand opportunities for
learners and teachers to make music in
a way that suits them.

Future developments
With the help of our partners, we are
currently developing our Classical 100
resource to provide further inspirational
learning materials for classroom teachers,
and will be supporting the development of
new versions of Learn Music London for
other locations. We are also exploring how
we can support cultural education initiatives
in other regions in the UK and further afield.
In many ways our partnership work
represents how much ABRSM itself has
developed – evolving to provide a broader
and richer musical experience for learners
and teachers that’s about much more than
just graded music exams. n
Find out more about all our partnerships and
sponsorship activities at abrsm.org/about.
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Flute favourites
Flute teachers and students have plenty of inspiring pieces to choose
from in our 2018-2021 Flute syllabus. Here, two of our
consultants, Alison Uren and Carol Green, give a snapshot of
what’s on offer, highlighting some favourites along the way.
Alternative pieces – what’s new?
Alison Uren

W

ith a new syllabus it’s tempting
to look through and see if all your
old favourites are still there! I do it
myself. Then you heave a sigh of relief when
you see Telemann’s Suite in A minor, Alan
Bullard’s Fifty for Flute, the Poulenc Sonata, the
Mozart Concerto in D and so on, all of which
you have in the cupboard. But I’m going to try
to persuade you to look at some of the music
which has never been set before, focusing
on pieces not included in ABRSM’s Flute Exam
Pieces books.
When Carol and I were asked to contribute
to the Flute syllabus, we were inundated with

new editions, anthologies, arrangements and
compositions, and it was an enormous and
exciting task to go through them, picking
out the ones which would make good
exam pieces.
There were many criteria to bear in
mind: pieces have to be the right length, in a
suitable key, appropriate technically, musically
interesting, not too hard for the piano at low
grades, not too expensive and so on.

Making the most of a book
We have both been teaching for many years
and still have flute and piano pupils of all
ages and standards. We know how annoying
it is to buy a new book but only use it once,

so wherever possible we made a point of
selecting pieces from the same book several
times, sometimes in the same grade – Winner
Scores All for Flute (Brass Wind), Harlequin,
Book 1 (Cramer) – and sometimes across
several grades – Hartbeat (Brass Wind),
20 Fantastic Flute Studies (Spartan Press),
Skilful Studies for Flute (Anglo Music).

Just for List C
There are three new books which are well
worth investing in, as pieces from them
appear in List C at every single grade!

42 More Modern Studies for Solo Flute
(Universal)
The first is a book of studies by James Rae.
All the pieces are imaginative and wellcrafted, so we were spoilt for choice with this
one. Two of them actually appear in ABRSM’s
own Flute Exam Pieces books, at Grades 1
and 5. Although with Grade 5’s Syncopation
Rag the rather fast metronome mark is not
compulsory and you may prefer a more
relaxed tempo.
In the alternative pieces at other grades,
there is the enjoyable Little March of the
Soldier Ants (Grade 2), which is a good
exercise in crisp articulation. Contrast that
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with Suede Shoe Blues (Grade 4), a slow blues
piece needing colour, style and a strong sense
of underlying pulse.
Rocket Science will keep Grade 8 students
busy, with energetic semiquavers in the outer
sections and a cantabile section in the middle
to show off a beautiful tone.

More Graded Studies for Flute,
Books 1 & 2 (Faber)
The second two are books of studies selected
by Paul Harris and Sally Adams. To mention a
few examples, at Grade 1 you have the choice
of the Klosé Study in G, marked andante and
largely legato, or Under the Rainbow (A J
Mears) in F major at a bright swing tempo.
In contrast, there’s the attractive and
tranquil traditional Chinese tune Jasmine
Flower at Grade 2. At Grade 6, there’s
Cavallini’s Theme and Variation – a graceful
andante theme, with a variation in triplets
requiring rather more agility.
For a student with a well-rounded tone at
Grade 7, the Prill Study in D minor would be
very suitable. Or for someone who enjoys
humour and speed, try Paul Harris’s new
Presto ‘humoroso’.

List B for beginners
Ten Top Pops for Flute (Kevin Mayhew)
includes pieces on List B at Grades 1 and
2. Surely your Grade 1 players would love
learning the Wallace and Gromit theme – in
F major with places to breathe neatly every
two bars?
Then at Grade 2 they could move on
to I have a Dream, a little more complex in
rhythm but also very manageable in terms
of breath control. Importantly, the book is full
of other pieces they will enjoy too, when not
studying for an exam: Walking in the Air, Take
Five, My Heart Will Go On and many others.

Next steps on List A
For List A, how about Classical Music for
Children for Flute (Schott), for the strongly
rhythmic Trumpet Tune at Grade 2 or either
movement from Eisel’s Divertimento at
Grade 3?
This and the other books mentioned are
also full of other interesting repertoire to
explore or use for sight-reading practice.

Top alternatives from List B
I’m now going to pick one piece from the
alternative pieces on List B for each grade,
and explain why we felt it just had to be in
the syllabus.

GRADE 1
B6: Alan Haughton, Budgie
Fun Club for Flute, Grade 0–1
(Kevin Mayhew)
It’s cheerful and chirpy with brief manageable
phrases and displays control of lower and
second octave notes up to A. You could also
choose the gentler, more flowing The Secret
Garden from the same book; a Grade 1 player
could be forgiven for not managing 4-bar
phrases in one breath here, so 2 bars would
be fine.

GRADE 2
B5: Phil Coulter & Bill Martin,
Puppet on a String
Winners Galore for Flute (Brass Wind)
Lively and popular, this is a tune to keep
parents happy – they are an important
audience! Maybe they would enjoy singing

It was an enormous and
exciting task ... pieces
have to be the right
length, in a suitable key,
appropriate technically,
musically interesting, not
too hard for the piano at
low grades ... and so on.
along with Sandie Shaw. Also, your adult
students would love it.

GRADE 3
B8: Mark Tanner, Gerbil’s
Great Escape
Creature Comforts, Grades 1–3
(Spartan Press)
An irresistible title, for a start. There’s a
scurrying first section, with semiquavers up
to top F. Then an expressive middle section
(the gerbil must be hiding) and then he
makes a rapid escape. It’s good fun!

GRADE 4
B4: J Garland, In the Mood
What Else Can I Play? Flute Grade 4
(Faber)
Famous for the dance band version by Glenn
Miller, this is a hugely enjoyable piece in fast

swing style, needing good articulation and
finger coordination to perform successfully.
Encourage your students to listen to the
original!

GRADE 5
B9: Popp, Spanish Dance
Romantic Miniatures for Flute, Vol. 1
(Schott)
This is a lively waltzing piece, suitable for
an extrovert student who can enjoy the
rhythms, contrast the dynamics and bring
out the Spanish flavour. Incidentally, there is
a beautiful Grade 7 piece, La flûte de Pan by
Wachs, in the same book.

GRADE 6
B4: John Frith, Arabesque
(Emerson)
A subtle and sensitive piece, requiring an
expressive tone, a wide dynamic range
and particularly good control of the soft
high notes.

GRADE 7
B5: Fauré, Andantino from Fantaisie
(Chester or Schott)
This is just the introduction to this wellknown piece, and it is challenging to play
well. It requires musical imagination,
excellent tone and intonation across the
range of the flute, and very good breath
control to make sense of the phrases. (The
Allegro section is set for Grade 8.)

GRADE 8
B6: Paul Lewis, Sérénade populaire
(Schott)
This is an attractive showpiece written in
1943 which would go down well in concerts.
It begins Andante espressivo con rubato so
this part requires a thoughtful approach and
some flexibility. The second part is Allegro
spirituoso and becomes increasingly exciting
and colourful until the end.

Exploring the Flute Exam Pieces
books … plus Grade 8
Carol Green

M

y task, in contrast to Alison’s, is to
look at the Flute Exam Pieces books
for Grades 1 to 7. The convenience
and economy of working from these
books is obvious. In addition to the clearly
printed editions, complete with suggested
ornamentation, background information,
words of guidance and audio downloads,
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GRADE 3
List A includes new arrangements of Mozart’s
Alla Turca and The Irish Washerwoman.
Although stylistically contrasted, both require
finger dexterity and a developing embouchure.
In List B is Paul Desmond’s Take Five, providing
an opportunity to familiarise students with an
irregular time signature and swung rhythm.

GRADE 4
There is much tried and tested repertoire here
but a couple of lively new arrangements are
likely to compete with these for popularity.
Peter Gritton’s arrangement of Tchaikovsky’s
Dance of the Mirlitons from The Nutcracker
(List A) requires crisp articulation across
the registers to convey its light dance-like
features, though in the middle there is a brief
opportunity to show off a warm lyrical tone.
This should appeal to any dancer, as should
The Mexican Hat Dance (List C) with its lively
rhythms, detailed articulation and wideranging dynamics.
the books for 2018–2021 include new
commissions unavailable elsewhere. In
addition to these Grade 1 to 7 pieces, I’ll also
mention a sample of Grade 8 pieces which
haven’t been set before.

Focus on ABRSM Flute Exam Pieces
GRADE 1
The popular, catchy La donna è mobile from
Verdi’s Rigoletto (List A) gives opportunities
for varied articulation, while Joplin’s toetapping The Easy Winners (List B) needs a
strong rhythmic sense. Mark Nightingale’s
Click Here (List C) written in swing style and
mimicking the use of a computer keyboard,
requires a good sense of underlying pulse,
including the rests. As with all grades there is
plenty of variety to help you pick the right
piece to suit each pupil’s strengths.

GRADE 2
This grade is full of well-known melodies,
several in new arrangements. Both
Offenbach’s Can-Can and the traditional
O Soldier, Soldier feature in List A. These are
lively arrangements giving opportunities to
show off a broad range of articulation and
dynamics. They contrast well with another
new arrangement on List C, the folk song
Loch Lomond, which gives scope for an
expressive and flowing musical line. List B
features other popular melodies in new
arrangements. Wouldn’t It Be Loverly? from
My Fair Lady is full of musical detail, while
Troika from Prokofiev’s Lieutenant Kijé Suite
comes with timing and tonality challenges.

GRADE 5
Much of the new repertoire in these books is
derived from well-known classical or popular
works written for other instruments. Grade 5 is
no exception, including attractive arrangements
of Beethoven’s Bagatelle, Op. 119 No. 1 (List A)
and Mozart’s Andante and March from The
Magic Flute (List C). In contrast, several new
pieces are written in jazz style. Nikki Iles’s Jive
Talk (List B) is a new composition requiring a
strong sense of rhythm, fluidity of dynamics
and a real feel for the idiom.

GRADE 6
Richard Michael’s Twisted Tango (List C) is
rhythmically less complex than Jive Talk,
but still demanding with its jazz inspired
chromatic twists and turns. In List B is
Paul Hart’s City Life 2. While slow with a
gentle, almost lazy atmosphere, it has much
rhythmic detail. This needs finger dexterity as
well as a warm expressive tone and control
of dynamics.

Moonlit Blue. Careful work on tonal command in
all registers, to control the wide-ranging colours
and dynamics, will be well rewarded.

New for Grade 8
At Grade 8 there are some well-loved favourites
in all three lists. However, there are several pieces
which have never been set before. One of these in
List A is Rossini’s Andante and Polonaise, a contrast
to the usual Baroque and Classical repertoire
which is traditionally the cornerstone of this list.
Both sections contain pure melody, the
first requiring a warm singing tone and good
breath control to maintain a strong sense of line
throughout. The second is a showpiece with real
panache. To communicate its sense of fun it will
need a strong embouchure and clear tonguing to
manoeuvre the extremes of the registers with a
variety of articulation.
List B is full of variety, with two transcriptions
in the selection. The melody line of Chopin’s Waltz
in B minor will require a strong command of rubato
and dynamic control, but once again it will appeal
to the player who loves a good melody.
Also from List B is Sevilla by Albéniz. This
has a real Spanish flavour and a confident
player will enjoy creating its flamboyant
character. It requires a solid finger technique
and strong sense of rhythm to paint the colours
and spirit of this music.
Finally, on List C there is Pan Overheard
from Christopher Ball’s Invocations of Pan.
This has some rhythmic similarities to
Roussel’s Pan (List B) and the same feel of
ebb and flow, but in many ways it is quite
different. It has much speed variation and
rubato and, being unaccompanied, relies
heavily on the player to take command of
these timing intricacies. Controlling the
numerous dynamic details will be essential to
convey its evocative atmosphere. n
Carol Green is a flautist, teacher and choral
conductor and was a senior advisory teacher for
the Voices Foundation. She has her own
teaching practice, is a PGCE tutor for
Buckingham University and an ABRSM
examiner.

GRADE 7
Continuing the jazz theme, at Grade 7 (List B)
is La Parisienne from Jeremy Norris’s Jazz Suite.
A jazz waltz combining swung and straight
rhythms, it conjures up a picture of youthful
confidence and elegance and develops the
stylistic techniques seen in earlier grades.
Lyrical and expressive melodic lines with tidy
finger work are needed. A contrasting List B
piece is Blaž Pucihar’s beautifully evocative

Alison Uren is a flautist, teacher and music
reviewer. She was chairman of Worcester
Competitive Arts Festival for many years and
a mentor on the CT ABRSM course. Alison is
an ABRSM examiner.
You can find the 2018-2021 Flute syllabus
along with information about all supporting
resources at abrsm.org/woodwind.
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Saxophone selection
With new repertoire now
being played in our Saxophone
exams, we asked our syllabus
consultants, Beverley Calland
and Melanie Henry, to share their
thoughts on some favourites.
GRADE 1
A2 (E flat & B flat): Handel, March (from Scipio)
ABRSM Saxophone Exam Pieces, Grade 1
This is an excellent first piece to play in a Grade 1 exam. The
performer can start with a very confident forte, accenting
the minims and using a firm tongue. Use plenty of air
support and enjoy making a big, warm sound. The quieter
playing in the middle section is in a good range to control
but really work on maintaining the mp and don’t increase
the volume until the crescendo starts. Young players will
like this triumphal march and will be able to imagine being
down at the port at New Carthage as the victorious Roman
conqueror Scipio arrives.

B7 (E flat & B flat): R & R Sherman, Truly
Scrumptious (from Chitty Chitty Bang Bang)
Winner Scores All for Saxophone (Brass Wind)
It is always nice to learn a mixture of music that is
completely new to you, as well as some tunes you know and
love. Representing breadth and variety in the syllabus, there
are two choices from classic film scores on Grades 1 and
2. A very appealing choice at Grade 1 is Truly Scrumptious.
There is a bold piano introduction which is easy to count
and will give the saxophonist confidence to make a positive
start. The rhythm is very straightforward so concentrate on
clear articulation and shaping the pretty melodic line. Make
sure the dynamic volume is well-controlled so that there is
something left for the glorious finish.
At Grade 2, from the same book is The Bare Necessities.
This well-known song from The Jungle Book is great fun to
practise and perform.

GRADE 2
A4 (E flat & B flat): Anon, Mr Scoolding’s Minuet
Sounds Classical for Alto/Tenor Saxophone
(Anglo Music)
A great new book on the syllabus is Sounds Classical by
Philip Sparke. It features on Grades 1 to 5 on the E flat and B
flat lists, so will be a useful volume for players and teachers.
Mr Scoolding’s Minuet is a joyful dance that needs to be
played with grace and elegance. It lies in a comfortable and
attractive sounding range and the articulation detail helps
the direction of the dance. Breath control is really important
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B5 (E flat & B flat): Gershwin,
Summertime (from Porgy and Bess)
The Jazz Sax Collection for Alto or
Baritone/Tenor or Soprano Saxophone
(Faber)

as there are some long phrases. It helps to
plan the breathing and mark it on the part.
Plenty of air support is needed when crossing
the break in the lengthy slurred passages to
keep the melodic line as smooth as possible.

B7 (E flat), B6 (B flat): Alan Bullard,
Waltzing to Wembley
Final Whistle! for E flat/B flat Saxophone
(Gumbles Publications)
This expressive waltz is from a new book of
football-themed pieces written by three of our
most popular composers for the saxophone
at this level: Chris Gumbley, James Rae
and Alan Bullard. There are pieces from the
book at Grades 1 to 5, featuring each of the
composers. (The Grade 1 James Rae piece
appears in ABRSM’s Saxophone Exam Pieces in
the syllabus list, rather than the original book.)
Waltzing to Wembley contains uplifting
phrases full of optimism and direction. It gives
the impression of a football fan being ‘on cloud
nine’ or in a dream as his team miraculously
defeats all opposition and makes it to the final.

GRADE 3
A1 (E flat & B flat): Delibes, Flower
Duet (from Lakmé)
ABRSM Saxophone Exam Pieces, Grade 3
This must sound effortless, but a lot of effort
must go into it to achieve that result! The
sinuous melody needs to be played without
any bumps and this means very precise finger
coordination, particularly on the rising and
falling leaping slur patterns. There is a lot of
detail in the dynamics and possible intonation
problems on top notes, where plenty of air
support helps. Try to work more than once
with the accompanist before the exam as
the right hand of the piano is playing the
harmonising duet part and the ensemble is
important. It’s worth the work – the end result
is beautiful.

A9 (E flat), A 10 (B flat): Trad.
English, The Miller of the Dee or The
trees they do grow so high
Folk Roots For Alto/Tenor Saxophone
(Boosey & Hawkes)
Folk Roots is an attractive collection of fresh
arrangements of traditional British folk tunes
and is set at Grades 3 and 4 (E flat and B). (A
piece from this book also appears in ABRSM’s
Grade 2 Saxophone Exam Pieces.) There are
two choices at Grade 3. Both feature a melodic
line that falls nicely under the fingers with
plenty of detail and dynamic shaping to help
deliver an authentic performance. There are

really useful historical notes about the songs
at the back of the saxophone part.
The Miller of the Dee is written in brisk 6/8
in D minor. Students could imagine singing
the lyrics and telling the listener a story. Care
is needed when crossing the break so that the
C sharp does not stick out and matches the
dynamic and tonal quality of the rest of the
phrase. The trees they do grow so high is also in
6/8 but slower and needs to be played with a
melancholy lilt. Written in the Dorian mode,
attention should be paid to the intonation
on the middle and high D, especially when
playing quietly.

GRADE 4
B1 (E flat & B flat): Steven Edis,
Foxglove Swing
ABRSM Saxophone Exam Pieces, Grade 4
Simply delightful, with a guarantee that you
will be whistling the melody all day, is this
ABRSM commission by Steve Edis. Steve is
a busy composer and musical director who
writes musicals and incidental music, and
Foxglove Swing would not be out of place in a
London West End theatre production.
This a jaunty yet relaxed number with
a jazz feel and needs to be delivered with
a swagger and a sense of cheekiness.
Stylistically, it has a lovely retro quality harking
back to the 1930s. Take note of the welldetailed articulation and dynamic shaping
which will help project the style and character.
There are a number of extra accidentals
throughout so don’t let B sharps and E sharps
catch your students out!

Not new to the syllabus, but an excellent
arrangement by Ned Bennett of Summertime
from Gershwin’s fabulous opera, Porgy and
Bess. Gershwin uses a saxophone section in
several of his orchestral works, most notably
An American in Paris and Rhapsody in Blue, and
they feature in the opera too.
Summertime is always a favourite and this
arrangement is a joy to play and listen to. It
begins simply and quietly with the theme plus
a few embellishments. The second section is
improvisatory in character but while appearing
to be free must remain very rhythmic. It’s
in a comfortable range for the sax and
lends itself to some individualistic playing.
The arrangement comes from the highly
recommended The Jazz Sax Collection. It is set
at Grades 4 to 7, with a piece also in ABRSM’s
Saxophone Exam Pieces for Grade 3.

GRADE 5
A1 (E flat & B flat): Alain Crépin,
Céline Mandarine
ABRSM Saxophone Exam Pieces, Grade 5
This is a lovely introduction to repertoire that
usually features more in the upper grades. We
are lucky that the publisher, Lemoine, agreed
to make a B flat version of this piece, which is
usually for E flat saxophone.
Crépin is a saxophone player and knows
the strengths of the instrument, making this
little gem a delight to play. The Adagio is slow
but in a comfortable range for quiet playing,
although make sure there is plenty of air
support here. The tone needs to increase as
the section become expressive. The playful
Allegretto falls easily under the fingers and
is rhythmic but graceful. When the Adagio
returns it is forte and the player can explore
changes of tone and sonority compared to the
beginning. Save the quietest playing for the
end, holding the last note as long as possible!

C10 (E flat & B flat): Jeffrey Wilson,
Pres (from Jazz Paraphrase)
(Camden Music)
Jazz Paraphrase is a set of nine studies in the
style of various famous jazz saxophonists
and features on Grades 5, 6 and 7.
This book is a must for anyone who plays
in their local jazz band and loves listening
to this genre of music. Jeffery Wilson is
a knowledgeable composer, saxophonist
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and educator and has carefully analysed
the traits of each player. The saxophonists
featured are Lester Young, Johnny Hodges,
Sidney Bechet, Sonny Rollins, Gerry
Mulligan, Paul Desmond, John Coltrane,
Stan Getz and Charlie Parker. Our Grade 5
selection, Pres, is a relaxed swing in the style
of Lester Young.
At Grade 6 we have Take Desmond,
with melodic references and the 5/4 time
signature of the favourite Brubeck/Desmond
collaboration Take Five. Fly Bird is our Grade
7 choice, written at a fast bebop tempo and
a must for Charlie Parker fans.
It’s a good idea for students to listen
to a recording of the musicians that
inspired these pieces and try to learn
from the playing while adding their own
interpretation. Always adhere to the
detailed articulation and dynamics, and let
the interesting melodic lines sing out.

GRADE 6
A1 (E flat): Damase, Vacances
(Billaudot)
If ever a piece suited the cantabile nature of
the alto saxophone then this is it. Vacances
has an attractive lyrical melody line which
soars over a lilting 12/8 accompaniment,
building to a glorious climax then retreating
to a reflective finale. Written mainly in the
higher register, it lies nicely under the fingers
but great care is needed with intonation,
especially when playing softly. An illusion of
effortlessness and simplicity is required, yet
counting is tricky and subdivision to quavers in
some bars is essential. This would be a good
piece to develop and explore vibrato.

A2 (E flat), A6 (B flat): Guilhaud,
Andante religieux (from Trois Pièces)
(Samek Music)
We were very pleased to receive this new,
previously unpublished repertoire for
List A. The Trois Pièces are set at Grades 6
to 8 for E flat and B flat instruments and,
although not originally written for the sax,
work very well. The Andante religieux uses
the instrument’s natural lyrical qualities
and is a gentle melody in C major, where
attention to articulation, intonation and tone
are paramount.
The Madrigal at Grade 7 is again lyrical
but more elaborate and chromatic. Finally,
the Polonaise at Grade 8 is rhythmic and
virtuosic over the range of the sax, with a
slower middle section and cadenza, making it
a substantial but rewarding piece to learn.

GRADE 7
A2 (B flat): Balay, Andante et Allegretto
(Editions Marc Reift)
Guillaume Balay was a cornet player who wrote
several works for cornet and trumpet, including
a cornet method. Beverley first encountered this
piece while accompanying her trumpet-playing
son and thought it would suit the saxophone.
We were delighted to see that Colette Mourey
thought so too and created this arrangement.
The Andante in 12/8 has plenty of scope
for rubato with its rhapsodic semiquavers. The
music is sonorous with a wide dynamic range
where a warm vibrato approach can be used.
The use of piano (non-vibrato) at the end would
be effective. The Allegretto is a straightforward
movement, focusing on clean, light articulation.

Classic film scores ...
British folk tunes ... jazz
feel ... lyrical melody
lines ... rhythmic and
virtuoisic ... dramatic
and characterful ... tango
music ... stylish and
flamboyant ...
B5 (E flat): Roberto Pintos, Calle abajo
(from Tangos for Alto Saxophone)
(Doblinger)
This book is a new find and features on Grades 6
and 7. This is dramatic, characterful, dark tango
music that suits the beguiling, persuasive tone of
the alto saxophone so well. Calle abajo is a brisk
dance which comes alive with nifty finger work,
a brave approach to dynamics and sparkling
articulation. Rhythmic integrity is crucial as the
sax and piano parts dance around each other
heightening the excitement and tension.
At Grade 6, Balada nocturna has a strong,
powerful opening leading into an expressive
slower section with possibilities for freedom of
expression and rubato. Both would be impressive
recital pieces and are satisfying to practise too!

GRADE 8
A4 (B flat): Devienne, Rondo (from
Sonata No. 4)
Adagio and Rondo for Tenor Saxophone
(Southern Music)
A favourite new entry on the Grade 8 B flat list

is this Rondo. A transcription from the Classical
period, this stylish and flamboyant work has all
the elements of a contest piece and gives the
player a real chance to demonstrate their skills.
When starting to learn this piece, it is
important to understand rondo form as this
will really help the characterisation of the
contrasting themes. Players could experiment
by attaching a mood, colour and personality
to emphasise the difference. A broad tonal
palette aided by interesting use of vibrato, light
articulation, well-controlled finger fluency and
elegant phrasing are all crucial.
Coupled with the Adagio from the same
sonata, at Grade 7, this is a piece that the
serious tenor saxophonist really needs to
include in their repertoire.

C5 (E flat & B flat): Karg-Elert,
Preambolo
More Graded Studies for Saxophone,
Book 2 (Faber)
Preambolo comes from More Graded Studies
for Saxophone, edited by Paul Harris – two
new volumes which appear at Grades 1 to
5 and 6 to 8. Karg-Elert wrote Preambolo as
the first of his 25 Caprices for saxophone.
They are studies for advanced players,
challenging musically and technically,
although not showy in a virtuosic style. The
saxophone was a favourite instrument of
Karg-Elert and he devoted much time to
composing these pieces.
Preambolo is written in the moto perpetuo
style and the performer should aim to
achieve an uninterrupted, continuous,
uniform speed, while communicating the
expressive, musical phrasing and nuance.
The breath marks must work musically
and be thoroughly practised and not left
to chance.
We’ve used other Karg-Elert Caprices
(Cubana and Giga) from the same book at
Grade 6 – both are wonderful to play. n
Beverley Calland was a founder member of The
Fairer Sax and has played in orchestras, ensembles,
shows and opera. She teaches saxophone and piano
and has published several books.
Melanie Henry has performed and recorded as a
soloist, ensemble player and orchestral musician.
She teaches at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music
& Dance.
You can find the 2018-2021 Saxophone syllabus
along with information about supporting books,
recordings and apps at abrsm.org/woodwind.

20 You and your choir

How to grow your choral audience
– and bring communities together in song!
Choral composer and ABRSM jazz examiner Alexander L’Estrange shows how a creative and
collaborative approach can bring the joys of choral singing to new participants and audiences.

C

horal societies and community choirs across the UK are doing
sterling work, with many new ones springing up all the time.
However, with a few exceptions, they all face the same problem.
No, I don’t mean the ‘where are all the tenors hiding?’ problem. I‘m
talking about the challenge of bringing in sufficient and new audiences.
Not just to enjoy the lovingly-rehearsed music but, in buying tickets, to
help pay for the vocal scores, the professional conductor and soloists,
the venue hire, the accompanist, the raked staging, the orchestra
(if you’re lucky), the website, the publicity machine … oh, and those
custard cream biscuits and tea bags don’t pay for themselves either.

From a wonderful idea
This was the very problem that Dorking Choral Society approached me
with nine years ago, when they commissioned me to write Zimbe! Come
sing the songs of Africa. They had a rather wonderful idea, one that I have
since adopted for all of my large-scale choral works, namely to combine
forces with children from local primary schools, thereby creating a
new musical texture of young unison voices singing alongside adult or
teenage SATB choirs.

Many benefits
Not only does this create an extremely pleasing and musically
satisfying soundscape, but the added benefits are manifold, both for

the schoolchildren and for the adult choir(s). The school choir has the
exciting experience of moving out of its familiar milieu – be it classroom,
school hall or wherever – and into the community, into a large, different,
exciting venue such as a local church, cathedral, theatre or town hall.
As for the choral society, it has an instant new audience to buy tickets
and come to their concert: the parents, families and friends of the
schoolchildren.
A further benefit is that this new audience of parents (and
grandparents) is introduced to or reminded of the joys of choral singing.
What a golden opportunity for choral societies and community choirs
to recruit new singers and add to their membership! A few striking case
studies of how successful collaborations like these can be for everyone
involved helps to illustrate the point.

Winning in Winchester
In 2012, Hampshire Music Service, Winchester College, Hampshire
Youth Choir, hundreds of kids from local primary schools and several
adult community choirs congregated in Winchester Cathedral for what
was, at the time, the largest ever performance of Zimbe!, my African/
gospel-inspired cantata. Nearly 500 performers took part and with the
huge, stunning cathedral as a venue it was a sell-out.
Perhaps even more pleasing was that one of the adult choirs,
Alresford Community Choir, which had specially formed for the event and
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predominantly comprised singers who’d
never even sung in a choir before, loved
the experience so much they decided to
stay together. They put on not one but two
further Zimbe! performances of their own
that year, involving yet more youngsters
from their village primary schools and
reaching out to an even larger audience.
The choir has gone from strength to
strength and it has been a pleasure to bring
my band, the Call Me Al Quintet, to perform
with them on a number of occasions.

jazz waltz!) in large venues, often with their
parents, teachers or grandparents singing in
the choir behind them.

Wassail – a nationwide collaboration

Alexander L’Estrange

Something completely different
After Zimbe!, which has now had over 200 performances all over the
world, I wrote Ahoy! Sing for the Mary Rose! – also scored for SATB,
unison children’s choir and jazz quintet. Whereas in Zimbe! I’d created a
fusion of African, gospel and jazz, Ahoy! combines sea shanties, original
music and Tudor melodies associated with England’s most famous
musical king, Henry VIII.
The forces for the 2013 premiere of this piece were also huge. It was
commissioned by Portsmouth Grammar School along with the Mary
Rose museum and they, together with a local Festival Chorus, formed
the bulk of the SATB choir. The unison children’s part was sung by
many hundreds of local Portsmouth primary school children, including
some with special educational needs from the aptly-named Mary Rose
Academy. This coming together and resource sharing of independent
and state sectors was just one of the many delights of Ahoy!

Inspired by Handel
The creation and first performance of Zadok Rules - Hallelujah! was similarly
exciting, involving a vast number of singers of all ages within the beautiful
and striking venue of Arundel Cathedral. To mark the 60th anniversary
of the Queen’s coronation, I was commissioned by Baroque orchestra
the Hanover Band to carry out a series of workshops at primary schools
across the South Downs Way. This would culminate in bringing all the
children together with the professional players of the Hanover Band, a
cathedral choir, a county youth choir and an adult community choir for an
unforgettable first performance. The music draws on famous classics by
Handel (Zadok the Priest and the Hallelujah Chorus) as well as Rule Britannia,
the national anthem and others. It also features (to Handel’s Maccabeus
hymn tune) a doggerel poem I had fun reconstructing to list all the
monarchs of this country since ‘William the Conk’: Start with the
Normans - Willy, Willy, Henry, Stee, Henry II was a Plantagenet; Dick,
John, Henry Three …

Cycling success
The next work I wrote for these forces is a musical celebration of the
bicycle – Song Cycle: vive la vélorution! (see what I did there?) – which
was commissioned for the start of the Tour de France in Yorkshire
in 2014. Although the world premiere in York Minster was for
massed SATB chorus and jazz quintet, with adult community choirs
coming together from across the route of what is now the Tour de
Yorkshire, I have since added a part for unison children. To my delight,
performances of Song Cycle are now taking off around the country
with hundreds of children having the chance to sing Daisy, Daisy (as a

Perhaps the most exciting project of them
all has been the recent relationship with
a group of over 50 schools of different
types, sizes and ages, all under the United
Learning umbrella. From a minster school,
to schools where there is no music teacher
and no singing, to schools with pupils in
the National Youth Choir, thousands of
children and teenagers joined forces, first
in London’s Lyceum Theatre (home of The Lion King) for a huge Zimbe!
and then at Christmas for Wassail! Carols of Comfort and Joy, an awardwinning celebration of sacred and secular folk carols and winter songs.
Children from across the south of England came together at Southwark
Cathedral for the premiere, with Manchester’s impressive RNCM
Concert Hall the venue for a second performance the very next night.
As one 13-year-old put it, ‘no matter where you are from, music is a
language you can all join in with’.

Come and sing!
To raise funds and bring in new singers – remember those tenors
we were looking for earlier? – dozens of choirs have run ‘come and
sing’ days where I introduce one of the works to the choral society and
to children. Crucially, parents, teachers and members of other local
choirs are invited to the event – often on a Saturday or Sunday. These
visitors find their appetites are whetted not only for attending the
concert but, in some cases, also for joining a choir themselves.

Building links, creating opportunities
In summary, one of the great joys of writing and then being involved in
performances of Zimbe!, Ahoy!, Zadok, Song Cycle and Wassail! has been
to see choral societies, schools and choirs of all ages fostering links
with other community groups in their area and growing their concert
audiences. I am also so happy for the thousands (probably tens of
thousands) of primary school children who have had the chance to
sing joyful, groove-based music in large, exciting venues. Venues that
they might otherwise never have visited, let alone performed in to
sell-out audiences.

The value of seeing others singing
Finally, I believe it’s crucial for young children to see other people (older
kids and adults) singing. It helps them to realise that singing isn’t just
something you do at school on a Thursday lunchtime ‘because you’re
told to’, but something you can enjoy and share with others for the rest of
your life. As the Elizabethan composer William Byrd said so wonderfully:
‘Since singing is so good a thing, I wish all men would learn to sing.’ n
Alexander L’Estrange is an English choral composer and arranger. His music
combines his background in the English choral tradition with his love for
jazz harmonies and groove. He is also an ABRSM jazz examiner.
Alexander’s choral music is published by Faber Music. Find out more at
alexanderlestrange.com.
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In person: Karis Stretton, ABRSM examiner
exams provided, that encouraged me to practise and want
to advance.

Can you tell us about a special music teacher?
Mrs Williams, who ran all of the musical activities during the
first few years at my primary school, was responsible for much of
my introduction and early exposure to music. She seemed to
spend a lot of time with us and organised activities such as a trip
to a special Hallé Orchestra concert where we could play along
with our recorders. This first, live orchestral concert was
particularly memorable.

Is there a piece of music that has particular
meaning for you?
There are several which trigger specific memories. Pavane pour
une infante défunte reminds me of days playing in Burnley Youth
Orchestra. It was a favourite piece of the conductor, my cello
teacher, and certainly instigated a love of Ravel’s music.
On a different note, The Rolling Stones’ She’s Like a Rainbow takes
me back to a summer spent helping my sister with her geological
research in the south of Spain. That song was played repeatedly on a
compilation tape in the car and now recalls experiences such as the
sight of a spectacular meteor shower.

What musical activities or projects are you involved
in at the moment?

Karis Stretton has been an ABRSM examiner for
12 years. She is a freelance pianist who mostly
performs music from the early twentieth century
to the present day.

I’m currently working on two programmes of solo piano music.
Dancing It! features repertoire relating to dance, and Jazz Infusions
includes pieces where the realms of classical and jazz combine.
Also, I’m preparing to record an album of piano pieces called Patterns,
Peals and Pedals from a new a collection of works by composer and
fellow ABRSM examiner Chris Gumbley.

What do you enjoy about being an ABRSM examiner?
What first inspired you musically?
The piano itself and the TV show Fame. The piano was to become
my main instrument. Although we didn’t have a piano at home
until I was nine, for as long as I can remember I was fascinated by
its wide array of ‘levers’ and the myriad of sounds that could be
created. I would take any opportunity to experiment on it when
visiting relatives and friends.
However, when my first opportunity to take instrumental lessons
came, through the Local Education Authority’s Music Centre, I knew
exactly which instrument I would choose – the cello. My inspiration?
The ballet-dancing, cello-playing character Julie from Fame!

How did ABRSM exams affect your development
as a musician?
Just before my first graded exam I remember feeling nervous.
However, when the results came through and my piano teacher
explained the marks – and I could see that they seemed to make
my mum pleased – I felt a sense of achievement. It was the sense
of achievement, as well as the measure of progress which ABRSM

I really enjoy working with and getting to know people involved with
ABRSM exams in different places around the world. It’s great to
explore cultural differences, but music, education and our various
roles in the exam process also provide common ground and can
spark interesting discussions.

Can you tell us about a memorable exam experience?
Having given a dazzling rendition of his pieces, a Grade 8 Violin
candidate in Hong Kong went on to give a truly mesmerising and
atmospheric performance in the sight-reading. It was an exam
where I would have loved to put my pen down and just sit back and
enjoy the recital! n
ABRSM examiners are all highly qualified, experienced musicians.
As examiners they combine their own skills, abilities, knowledge and
understanding with those developed through our comprehensive and
rigorous examiner training programme.
Find out more about ABRSM examiners at abrsm.org/our-examiners.
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